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We live in a world of rapidly changing advances in technology, particularly artificial intelligence and connectivity. Rather than a general artificial intelligence the reality is that we are moving more towards a world populated with specialist artificial intelligence systems. Therefore we are likely to have specialist medical intelligences, specialist engineering intelligences, etc. The reality of these applications has been relatively poor historically but we are moving to the stage of wide scale and rapid improvements.

These improvements are powered by three major key trends/factors:Improvements in processing power providing greater capacity at the device level.Access to massive processing power via real time cloud computing systems along with business models that create scalable access.The opening up of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) on top of the resultant systems that is allowing a flowering of risk taking and innovation.

Massive investment into artificial intelligence and machine learning systems by IBM (Watson), Google, Microsoft, and Amazon along with a myriad of smaller start-up companies is fuelling this change. Many of these projects and companies will fail as we have seen in the history of investments in all sorts of technologies from the railway to solar panels. However the winning innovations are highly likely to have a significant impact on the world over the next 5 years.

We are already seeing the implementation of systems in practical economic ways. MTR, the company that runs the Hong Kong subway system is already using an artificial intelligence to schedule and manage 10,000 people carrying out engineering and maintenance work on their system. IBM has allocated US\$1 Billion to develop business models and applications built on top of their Watson Cognitive Computing Platform. They also announced in March the acquisition of AlchemyAPI which has 40,000 developers that have used its API platform.

In medicine the technology is likely to be applied in three critical areas initially due to our inherent weaknesses as human beings.

**Medical augmentation:** The amount of new information that is available on diagnosis and treatment of patients is impossible for any individual or team to keep up with. The capacity of artificial intelligence systems to augment medical systems will be grounded in two new capacities. The first is to process massive amounts of unstructured data. The second is the capacity to avoid human cognitive biases. Just as in freestyle chess it will be a combination of humans and technology that is the best solution, not replacing humans with technology.

**Extension of medical services:** A combination of improved processing power at the hand held device level plus improved global capacity to connect through ambitious global programs such as project Loon will extend the capacity of complex medical diagnostic systems into locations where services have been historically poor.

**Image diagnosis:** While we are seeing significant improvements in computer vision systems the use of widespread machine image diagnosis beyond our current capabilities is likely to be the slowest area of development given the capacities of human vision systems.

All organisations struggle with change ... either things aren\'t changing fast enough or they are changing too fast to keep up with. Human beings weren\'t built for change, in fact quite the opposite. For most of human history nothing much changed at all, and then 70,000 years ago we had a thing called the 'cognitive revolution' and suddenly everything started to change. It turns out that ancient Mesopotamians are where a lot of the trouble started. In this address Nigel will explain why human beings find change so difficult, and how we can make the process of change a little easier on both ourselves, and the people around us. He\'ll also demonstrate that not all change is good change using the example of fancy pillows.

SABR (Stereotactic Ablative Radiation Therapy) is a rapidly expanding area of treatment around the world. In Australia and New Zealand numerous Radiotherapy Departments have already implemented an SABR program and many more will in the future. The Guidelines for Safe Practice of Stereotactic Body (Ablative) Radiation Therapy have been designed to ensure patients undergoing SABR are receiving appropriate care. The guidelines were developed by a committee with representatives from RANZCR FRO, AIR and ACPSEM. They take into account the structures and environments that Radiation Therapy departments operate in in Australia and New Zealand.

SABR differs from conventional radiation therapy as it must be highly accurate, image guided treatment;be highly conformal dose to the target with steep dose drop off;deliver a large dose per fraction (usually 8 Gy or more);be given in a small number of treatments (usually 1--5);consider intra-fraction motion management where appropriate.

The Guidelines provide a structure to ensure best practice in the establishment of SABR programs and the planning and delivery of SABR treatment. Aspects covered include staff roles and responsibilities, procedures and equipment from planning to treatment, quality assurance, collaboration between centres and maintenance of expertise. Five key recommendations summarise the guidelines.

Stereotactic Radiosurgery (SRS) is currently undergoing investigation for its use in the treatment of functional disorders. This paper will review the literature, focusing on obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) to consider the possibility of SRS as a treatment option in the near future. Initial research into the treatment of functional disorders with radiotherapy was conducted in 1949 by Jean Talairach. Since then, trials have been conducted to investigate the use of radiation to the internal capsule for the treatment of functional disorders. These trials have made significant advances in treating the anterior capsule utilizing MRI guided SRS. This is due to recent advancements in technology which have enabled SRS to be a feasible option in the treatment of many non-cancerous behavioural conditions including OCD. This literature review discusses the significance of the use of SRS for the treatment of OCD, highlighting the benefits and limitations of SRS as a treatment option. This literature review also shows how radiation delivered precisely, via the use of MRI fibre tracking, can be a treatment option for OCD in the near future. It also highlights the current limitations of this new and developing arm of radiotherapy. This is a promising technique which requires further research in order for SRS to be a treatment option for OCD.

Over the past 18 months Auckland Hospital has treated 22 lung patients with SABR (stereotactic ablative radiotherapy). This presentation will feature how we implemented this technique into the department, immobilisation improvements made, participation in the CHISEL trial and our general planning technique. Several case studies will be presented.

**Aim:** SRS is becoming a standard treatment in many departments. However, conventional external beam treatments such as VMAT are able to deliver similar treatments especially for oligometastatic disease to the brain. We performed a prospective trial on 10 patients being treated for melanoma brain metastases comparing BrainLab\'s Exactrac Imaging and CBCT, focusing on efficacy, accuracy and economic factors.

**Method:** 10 cases of SRS planned for single fraction treatment on a Varian Unique Linear Accelerator using the BrainLab Exactrac Imaging System and 6D robotic couch were replanned for VMAT treatment on a Varian 21IX Linear Accelerator using CBCT imaging on a standard couch. Planning and treatment time, imaging accuracy and economic factors were assessed.

**Results:** Planning time for SRS using BrainLab\'s iPlan for treatment on the Varian Unique machine could take anywhere from 3 h to several days depending on the number of metastases, while VMAT planning took less on average, around 4 h regardless of the number of metastases. Treatment time using Exactrac Imaging ranged from 20 to 45 min, with longer treatment times needed for patients with multiple metastases. With VMAT, treatment times were more consistent with almost all cases taking 30 min to treat regardless of the number of metastases. Although treatment time was much quicker, the time to acquire the CBCT was longer compared to Exactrac Imaging. Accuracy of less than 0.5 mm in six planes was achieved on BrainLab\'s robotic couch which was much better than the 1 mm tolerance on a standard couch for VMAT.

**Conclusion:** Comparing iPlan to VMAT, planning times are similar unless multiple metastases are being planned in which case VMAT is much quicker. Treatment and imaging times are similar, however VMAT treatment times were more consistent regardless of the number of metastases being treated, this in particular is clinically important for work flow of the department. The imaging tolerances of CBCT are less accurate than Exactrac Imaging and this should be taken into account when considering the use of CBCT for SRS brain treatments. In our cases corrections could only be accounted for *x*,*y* and *z* planes rather than 6 planes which BrainLab\'s robotic couch offers. The accuracy of Exactrac Imaging, while beneficial, may not necessarily be needed for SRS treatments of oligometastatic disease to the brain. The use of CBCT for imaging is still an efficient and economical substitute for radiation therapy centres who do not have access to Exactrac Imaging. However it is important that doses are assessed with regard to imaging tolerances.

Since 2012 Radiation Oncology Queensland (ROQ) has participated in the Business Review Weekly (BRW) Best Places to Work Australia. This process involves a comprehensive Culture Audit and Trust Index whereby every team member is surveyed on their workplace. This annual event is an organisational priority and in 2014 ROQ was named as one of the Top 25 Best Places to Work in Australia -- being one of the few health care organisations recognised. ROQ believes that a happy, motivated and engaged workforce can make a real difference to patient care and that staff pride and morale is essential to success. In order to engage a workforce an organisation\'s leadership team must prioritise activities such as -- workplace culture -- career acceleration -- research and development -- education and training -- talent identification. Additionally leaders must celebrate achievement and victories and ensure that all team members feel valued and respected. The results of the Culture Audit and Trust Index can be used to identify areas that staff are not engaged in and also identify areas that an organisation does very well. Since being named in the Top 25 ROQ has worked hard to celebrate the achievement and ensure that all staff was part of the celebrations. Important milestones like this are critical to staff engagement and building a culture of excellence and aspiration. Organisational performance and patient care are inextricably linked to workplace culture and an engaged team can deliver excellence in both.

**Objective:** To determine what journals Medical Radiation Science (MRS) professionals use to update their knowledge and how accessible these journals are to this professional group.

**Method:** A two phase sequential exploratory mixed methods design was adopted to develop a list of professionally relevant journals and to examine accessibility of journals across the MRS profession. In addition, the derived list of journals was further examined to determine open access and open article availability.

**Results:** Ninety-four professional relevant journals were identified. Twenty seven percent (*n* = 88) of survey respondents reported that they have access to just one (18%, *n* = 58) or none (9%, *n* = 30) of the journals. Access to journals was shown to vary across the profession. Difference in access was statistically significant for work context (university, clinical), health sector (public, private), workplace type (teaching, non-teaching hospital, clinic) and area of specialisation (nuclear medicine, radiation therapy, radiography, sonography). This study has also established that a positive relationship exists between increased effective workplace access to journals and their use. This study has identified that open access journals and articles are currently limited for this professional group.

**Conclusion:** Journals provide MRS professionals with access to current peer-reviewed evidence. Workplaces must review what journals they are making available and also act to reduce the identified inequity of access that exists across the profession so that all MRS professionals can harness new knowledge and base their practice on current peer--reviewed evidence.

In late 2014 a survey was sent out to all accredited Radiology practices in New Zealand. The survey was designed to gauge the use of 'The Cloud' in a modern radiology practice and investigate future developments that are being looked at by the profession. This presentation will discuss what 'The Cloud' may mean in regards to a Radiology Practice, present a 'spotlight' on New Zealand\'s Radiology scene, highlight any emerging trends with cloud uptake as well as look at the potential pitfalls and perks associated with cloud technologies.

**Context:** Medical Imaging has always been an area of rapid technological development and change. It evolves along with every field of medicine. If orthopaedics sees an advance, medical imaging must develop accompanying imaging. If neurosurgery makes a surgical advance, so too must medical imaging. Change and developing technologies are our core business. But what of technological advances in our patients and in fact within us? We can talk about the Cloud Revolution and the Information Era. We can talk about Gen Y or Nexters but have there been associated improvements in our patients or indeed within ourselves? This presentation discusses our role in developing and enabling our teams to perform at their best AND to maintain their enthusiasm for continual improvement. This starts with the leaders. How can we lead our teams without first challenging ourselves?

**Project:** At Flinders Medical Centre Medical Imaging, we challenged our modality Section Leaders to complete a program of leadership and professional development based on the Clinical Leadership Program in Australia. This successful project both challenged and informed the participants while producing tangible outcomes. The evaluation of this program will be discussed, addressing its benefits to individuals, management and accreditation requirements.

**Future:** Now that we have demonstrated benefits to the individual, the department and the patients, there is a responsibility to continue and address future directions for the participants and the program. The main challenge faced is how to continue and evolve in what are austere times for the health industry.

Since qualifying back in the late 1970s, I have used a variety of image processing ranging from wet developing (for a chest clinic involving more than 10 patients) to film/auto processor, to daylight processing, to CR and now DR. While it has been amazing to experience the latest in DR mobile imaging with the Philips 'skyplate', I often wonder what we might be using in 10 years; time. Nanotechnology may be changing the face of imaging modalities using nanoparticles which make even single cells image-able. Bansal GJ^1^ reported in *Postgrad Medical Journal* (2006) that further advances in DR systems may lead to lower doses and better resolution with the use of higher sensitivity. With developments in nano-circuitry, it is likely that we might be offered waver-thin DR receptors in the near future. These could be built into ICU, trauma or surgical operating beds, making both movement of a patient and use of a C-arm a thing of the past.

**Objectives:** To develop and validate an instrument to assess the competence of professionals to interpret plain radiographs in the emergency setting.

**Methods:** A literature review was conducted using a variety of databases to determine ideal characteristics for an instrument of this type. Documented instruments were critically appraised.

A pool of radiographic images was captured from real-life trauma radiographic cases in keeping with the set parameters to create the Image Interpretation Test (IIT).

A scoring criterion and reference standard for scoring participants was developed.

To validate the IIT, a volunteer sample of radiographers was drawn from 3 metropolitan hospitals in Brisbane, Australia. Prior to participation, radiographers were provided with the guidelines for categorisation of radiographic examinations based on a previous investigation.^1^ Radiographers were given written instructions and basic training on the viewing system. Each participant completed the IIT under timed exam conditions (90 min for 60 cases) during which they were required to detect and describe abnormalities on radiographs. Two independent raters scored and compared responses from participants to the reference standard for each image. The total result for each participant was calculated.

The psychometric properties of the instrument were examined using a number of analyses to ensure reliability and validity. Such analyses included content, concurrent and convergent validity and inter-rater reliability.

**Results:** Resultant IIT characteristics included:Content development followed guidelines suggested by Streiner and Norman;^2^Case proportions representative of actual Emergency Department caseload;30% 'abnormal' rate (approximately);Measurement of both detection and description skills;IIT consisted of 60 images.

The reference standard for each image was created by a panel of experts. Two members of the panel independently of each other reported each examination in the test object. The third panel member was utilised to reach a consensus of diagnosis. This consensus became the reference standard.

This IIT was found to be psychometrically sound. The reliability index for the instrument was high and the various empirical analyses provide evidence of convergent, concurrent and content validity.

**Conclusion:** This study has achieved its intended aim of developing and validating an Image Interpretation Test (IIT) that can be used to assess competence of health care professionals in interpreting radiographs. This instrument may be of use and benefit in a variety of health care settings including quality assurance and quality improvement.

If medical radiation sciences are to evolve as evidence based professions, we must increase research productivity and publication in our field. International collaboration is recognized for enhancing the ability to approach complex problems from a variety of perspectives, increasing development of a wider range of research skills and techniques, and improving publication and acceptance rates. These benefits could be leveraged to increase research capacity in radiography and support the further development of our professional knowledge base. The aim of this presentation is twofold. Firstly, to describe the current status of international collaboration in radiography and secondly, to identify technology tools that can facilitate international collaboration. For this pilot, an international team examined articles published in three major professional radiography journals, and conducted a content analysis on the frequency of international co-authorship, a recognized proxy measure for collaboration among groups of researchers. A literature review of the barriers and facilitators to international collaboration was used to provide context for our findings. International collaboration in radiography research has seen an exponential increase over the last few years. Both the percentages of collaboration and the rate of growth are very similar internationally; however the levels of international collaboration remain small. While financial and time burdens may discourage some from engaging in these collaborations, the range of freely available online tools in the age of 'cloud' computing can mitigate these challenges and allow researchers to glean the benefits of collaborations regardless of geographic location.

Medical imaging, by nature, requires technical competence and clinical skills. These are foundational skills for a competent practitioner, however acceptable health service delivery requires effective communication between practitioner and patient. This presentation outlines the opportunity for an enhanced role for appropriately trained MRTs working in breast screening assessment clinics. The role requires not only technical competence and sound clinical knowledge but also advanced communication and interpersonal skills, to ensure women who are recalled to level one assessment understand the reason for their recall, correlation of the imaging performed and their clinical outcome. This presentation outlines both the process and results of a pilot study performed within a breast screening centre that has enabled MRTs to increase their contribution, beyond their technical competence, to the multidisciplinary team.

BreastScreen Queensland (BSQ) provides a mammography screening and assessment service for eligible women utilising a coordinated multidisciplinary approach, for the early detection of breast cancer.

BreastScreen Townsville had an issue prior to 2013 with limited number of Radiologists being available to attend our Assessment Clinics in Townsville on a regular basis.

With the introduction of a PACS to BSQ in late 2012 that allows electronic reading of images in real time, this raised the ability and possibility of having assessment clinics with the assessment radiologist being 'Off Site' or 'Virtual'. So Assessment mammographic and ultrasound work-up images from one BSQ Service are able to be viewed in real time by any nominated clinical staff at any other BSQ Service. Similarly BSQ client information can be accessed across the State through the BSQ Registry System (BSQR3).

BSQ Townsville Service was originally granted permission from the BSQ Statewide Accreditation Committee (SAC) to trial these assessments with a Virtual Radiologist under well-defined terms and conditions in early 2013. On the 9th May 2013, BreastScreen Townsville held their inaugural Assessment with a Virtual Radiologist. To date, Assessment Clinics have been scheduled in Townsville with the Virtual Radiologist located in a separate BreastScreen Queensland Service on a regular basis.

Early in 2014, the Townsville Service received funding for the procurement of three videoconferencing codecs units. This has allowed the service to expand the trial to incorporate Tele Sonography. Using these units the Virtual Radiologist is able to view ultrasound images in real time and they can verbally communicate and give instructions to the Sonographer. BSQ Townsville Service is currently awaiting approval of this trial by the National Quality Management Committee (NQMC).

The Assessment Clinics with the Virtual Radiologist really work well. BSQ Townsville staff, Radiologists and our clients are very satisfied with this solution.

**Objectives:** To establish if rectal separation is an essential component in achieving both target coverage and rectal constraints in Prostate Stereotactic Boost. To compare the dosimetry achieved in Stereotactic Prostate Boost with and without the RectaFix.

**Methods:**Patients eligible for Prostate Stereotactic Radiotherapy (SBRT) are enrolled.Each patient undergoes a Computed Tomography (CT) Simulation with the RectaFix (wRF) and without the RectaFix (woRF).wRF CT and woRF CT is contoured by a single observer according to the PROMETHUS contouring guidelines.wRF CT is planned to 19 Gy/2\# using VMAT.woRF CT is planned to 19 Gy/2\# using VMAT.Dose Volume Histogram results will be collated and compared.

**Results:** Preliminary results indicate rectal separation is beneficial to achieving both target coverage and rectal constraints in Prostate Stereotactic Boost.

**Conclusion:** Rectal separation is potentially a vital component in achieving rectal constraints in Prostate Stereotactic Boost.

**Introduction:** The incidence of prostate cancer diagnosis is increasing in both Australia and New Zealand (AIHW and NZ Cancer Registry). Despite management of the primary disease, metastatic disease can still present notwithstanding androgen deprivation.^1^ Reports of single stereotactic doses for prostate oligometastatic disease have shown tumour control (2 years) of 95.5%.^2^ At the Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre a prospective trial of SABR for oligometastatic disease of primary prostate carcinoma was approved for recruitment. This paper will report on the technical feasibility focusing on:the total treatment time required;intra/inter fraction motion and;early toxicity.

**Method:** Any patient with previously controlled primary prostate cancer was eligible for enrolment into this study. A CT/bone scan diagnosis of 1--3 bone/lymph node metastasis were prescribed a dose of 20 Gy in 1 fraction. All patients were CT simulated supine using stereotactic immobilisation. Eclipse (v11) or iPlan (4.5.3) treatment planning systems were used to prescribe the dose to the minimum surrounding isodose line using coplanar/non coplanar static fields, IMRT or dynamic arc delivery. 3D CBCT was performed at pre/mid and post treatment for target localisation and verification.

**Results:** From January 2013 to October 2014 32 patients with a total of 44 lesions successfully completed treatment. The median age of patients was 70 (range 52--85). Twelve spinal vertebrae were treated using IMRT, 13 nodes and 19 non-vertebral bones using 3D conformal/dynamic arcs. Preliminary analysis of the data (*n* = 21) showed the median treatment duration was 41 min (range 26--69 min) not including setup time. Median mid treatment and post treatment motion was 2 mm or less. To date there have been no report of grade 3 or 4 toxicity.

**Objectives:** In 2014, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre commissioned 10MV Flattening filter free (FFF) beam using Varian TrueBeam STx™, providing an additional tool for our comprehensive Stereotactic Ablative Body Radiation Therapy (SABR) program. Existing techniques for treating pelvic targets included fixed beam or dynamic conformal arc (DCA) treatments. With a growing range of techniques available, we undertook a comparison of FFF and DCA treatments to guide optimal technique selection.

**Methods:** A plan comparison study was performed for 15 patients receiving SABR to pelvic metastases. The plans compared 10MV FFF static beam techniques planned using Varian Eclipse™ with 6MV DCA techniques planned using BrainLab iPlan™. Plan quality was compared based on conformity indices, OAR doses and number of monitor units. Efficiency of beam delivery was assessed by a comparison of total treatment time and beam delivery time for each technique.

**Results:** In total 30 plans of both FFF and DCA techniques were created. Plan comparison was undertaken using the pre-defined criteria to assess both plan quality and delivery efficiency. Our findings indicated a dependency of target size and location with plan quality for each modality. In particular, targets exceeding 5 cm in maximum dimension proved challenging in obtaining an optimal FFF plan. The efficiency of beam delivery proved variable, with more complex targets necessitating increasingly complex beam arrangements, resulting in increased treatment time irrespective of technique.

**Conclusion:** As a result of this planning study, we have been able to produce guidelines to direct the most appropriate selection of treatment technique based on a range of criteria, including PTV size, and location.

**Introduction:** Despite the advancements in radiation therapy techniques for irradiation of the pancreas, local control remains a challenge and toxicity issues are still subject to significant complications with radiation induced toxicities. Stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) becomes a viable option where surgery is not possible. For these nonresectable tumours, SBRT may be able to provide local control and potential to significantly minimise or remove radiation-induced toxicities. This presentation will systematically review the available literature reporting on the toxicity of locally advanced pancreatic cancer (LAPC), potential benefits of SBRT and enhancement in local control of this disease.

**Methods:** A comprehensive search of the medical literature was performed using Ovid Medline, initially yielding 107 papers using selected terms and search parameters, which were screened to find eight suitable to this review.

**Results:** SBRT was found to increase the local control of disease and reduce toxicity pre-eminently, with a dose regime of 25 Gy in 1 fraction the most effective. Overall, SBRT for LAPC was found to be a safe, suitable and effective local treatment modality, showing promising findings in reducing toxicities associated with radiation therapy. Local control rates at 6 and 12 months are 91% and 84%, respectively through the use of single fraction SBRT.

**Conclusion:** There is a clear need for comparison of studies for SBRT as a treatment of LAPC cancer. Future clinical trials with greater patient numbers at follow up periods are needed to confirm the long-term benefits associated with employing SBRT as a treatment method for LAPC.

**Objectives:** Patients with renal cell carcinoma where surgery is contraindicated, Stereotactic Ablative Body Radiotherapy (SABR) provides an effective alternative treatment option. This study presents our experience with a fiducial-based Image Guided Radiation Therapy (IGRT) protocol to visualize and account for target motion.

**Methods:** 7--10 days prior to CT simulation, 3 fiducials were inserted into the renal cortex under ultrasound guidance. At CT simulation, each patient was coached to achieve a consistent breathing pattern recorded using the Varian® RPM system. A 4DCT was acquired as well as a free-breathing CT. Fiducials were contoured on maximum inspiration and maximum expiration then evaluated on all 10 phases of the 4DCT, as a surrogate of tumour movement. An Internal Target Volume (ITV) to Planning Target Volume (PTV) expansion of 5 mm was created for all patients. On treatment, BrainLab ExacTrac® imaging was used to correct gross patient setup error. Real time fiducial movement was assessed prior to treatment using Varian® Onboard-Imaging (OBI) fluoroscopy. Positions of fiducials were further confirmed using Cone Beam CT (CBCT).

**Results:** 4DCT illustrated maximum Kidney displacement of 2 cm in one patient (average displacement 1.5 cm in the superoinferior, 1.1 cm anteroposterior directions.) Online fiducial variation visualised with Fluoroscopy was corrected (with an average shift of 0.3 cm) ensuring fiducials were within range defined by the ITV. CBCT confirmed reproducibility and effective fiducial visualisation less than 0.1 cm.

**Conclusion:** SABR for renal tumours using implanted markers provides an effective and reproducible method to account for organ motion.

**Aim:** To describe challenges presented to Radiation Therapists as part of the multi-disciplinary team developing, implementing and managing Stereotactic Ablative Radiotherapy (SABR) programs in the contemporary Radiation Oncology setting.

**Method:** The Princess Alexandra Hospital Radiation Oncology Department began SABR treatment by treating solitary spinal metastases in the oligometastatic setting in 2010. Following this, lung SABR began with the CHISEL trial in 2011, followed by intra-cranial Stereotactic Radiotherapy (SRT). During this time a number of bone sites other than spine were treated with SABR and in 2013 we began an intra-cranial Stereotactic Radiosurgery (SRS) program. Our liver SABR program also began in 2013 and we are about to treat our first prostate SABR boost patients. We are also currently investigating SABR for renal primary cancers and expect to implement this by the end of 2015.

Staff primarily responsible for development and management of each of our programs were surveyed to determine the most significant challenges that presented.

**Conclusion:** Whilst SABR is not a new technique, its principles can be markedly different to the everyday 3D conformal environment. Each site brings a different set of challenges and dedicated teams are required to build a solid knowledge and resource base from which to proceed to these highly technical treatments. With high doses and small numbers of fractions margins and tolerances are absolute with virtually no room for compromise.

This presentation aims to present challenges faced when developing and implementing an SABR program in a Radiation Therapy department.

**Objectives:** Pre-operative chemo-radiotherapy is the standard of care for locally advanced rectal carcinoma (LARC), commonly using a traditional 3/5 field 3D conformal technique (3DCRT). More advanced techniques such as IMRT and VMAT could further reduce small bowel loop volume receiving 15 Gy (V15), potentially reducing acute gastrointestinal (GI) toxicity. The study aims to compare the small bowel dose for LARC patients when using 3DCRT, IMRT and VMAT techniques.

**Method:** A planning study of twelve patients diagnosed with LARC was performed. Prescription dose was 50.4 Gy delivered in 30 fractions. Target volumes for each patient were contoured based on the TROG 09.01 PROarCT guidelines. Each patient was planned utilizing:(a) 3 field 3DCRT;(b) 5 field 3DCRT;(c) IMRT;(d) VMAT technique.

Small bowel dose was analysed using V15 \< 120 cc as pass/fail criteria.

**Results:** All 12 patients passed the V15 criteria with IMRT (mean = 71.7 ± 43.3 cc) and VMAT (mean = 75.23 ± 40.2 cc). Four patients passed the 3 field; Five patients passed the 5 field. Mean V15 was 236.7 ± 126.3 cc and 181.7 ± 127.9 cc respectively.

**Conclusion:** IMRT and VMAT techniques are superior to 3DCRT in relation to small bowel V15. However with traditional 3DCRT techniques, this study demonstrates 5 field techniques are favourable in terms of small bowel V15 compared to 3 fields. Further study into the correlation between small bowel V15 and reported toxicity is warranted.

The St Georges Cancer Care Centre has the opportunity to upgrade to Elekta Agility MLC for their treatment linacs towards the end of 2015. Agility beam shaping offers 160 interdigitating leaves with a 5 mm width at the isocentre, integrated digital control of leaves and rapid leaf speed, as well as extremely low leaf transmission. Agility is touted as being designed to meet the needs of modern radiation therapy facilities offering the ability to enable improved efficiency and quality of planning and treatment outcomes. In order to evaluate the potential efficiencies and improved plan quality of Agility MLC we have selected 2 challenging clinical cases. We have performed a planning and treatment study to compare and contrast plans using our current 1 cm MLC with Agility MLC. This will look at a number of specific areas including target coverage, Organ at Risk doses, total MU and treatment delivery time. The physics Quality Assurance of these plans will also be assessed looking at dose distribution comparisons, and effects of the interdigitated MLC and smaller leaf size on segment size and overall plan quality.

**Objectives:** An individual utilises their previous knowledge and past planning experience to create quality treatment plans. This process can be time consuming and inconsistencies arise between plans particularly for Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT). Using a knowledge base of prior treatment plans may help to reduce variability in plan quality and proficiency. This study evaluates the ability for Knowledge Based Planning (KBP) to increase consistency and efficiency.

**Methods:** Ten planners retrospectively replanned five randomly selected IMRT prostate patients. Each planner created four plans: A manually created plan; a template plan; and two plans created with KBP models (RapidPlan™, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). The relative effects of three factors -- method, planner and patient on planning time, rectal and bladder doses were analysed with specific interest in the differences amongst the planning methods.

**Results:** A highly significant difference in mean times exists amongst the four planning methods (*P* \< 0.0001). All pairwise ratios are significantly different from one another, except between the KBP models. Between-planner differences are the major source of planning time variation in all four methods. For both rectal and bladder mean doses, between-patient differences dominate between-planner and random differences. Across the four methods, between 80% and 97% of the total variance in mean rectal dose depends on between-patient variation and practically 100% of the total variance in mean bladder dose.

**Conclusion:** Moving beyond treatment plan templates, KBP is a dynamic tool that improves consistency and efficiency whilst providing truly individualised patient care.

**Objectives:** Knowledge Based Planning (KBP) consolidates anatomical and dosimetric information from select plans to predict optimal target coverage and Organ at Risk (OAR) doses. This study investigates the use of weighted scoring objectives to objectively identify quality plans for use in prostate Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) KBP model development.

**Methods:** Thirty IMRT prostate patients were retrospectively replanned by two treatment planners using treatment planning software (Eclipse™, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). Dose-Volume Histogram (DVH) data was then exported and weighted scoring objectives were applied. Different plan quality indices were explored and the Weighted Equivalent Uniform Dose (WEUD) was developed to reflect the department\'s clinical goals for target coverage and OAR sparing. After comparing the clinical plan against the retrospective plans, the plan with the lowest WEUD was utilised for KBP software (RapidPlan™, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) model development. Plans created with the new KBP model were compared to the corresponding clinical plan and a model created from the 30 clinical plans.

**Results:** Retrospective planning resulted in the majority of patient plans having a reduced WEUD, with improvements up to 2.15 Gy in some cases. Initial results indicate that the new benchmark model provides plans with reduced WEUD to that of the clinical model and the initial clinical plan in most cases.

**Conclusion:** WEUD has shown promising results for plan quality assessment. By benchmarking plans upfront, confidence in model creation and effectiveness can be improved. The use of more plans in model creation will improve the robustness of the resulting model.

**Objectives:** Clinical goals of Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) are usually specified as prescribed dose levels to the tumour and limiting dose levels to the Organs At Risk (OARs). These DVH-based objectives are commonly adapted and utilised in optimisation as they are specified with some clinical outcome in mind. However, optimisation with biological objectives may steer the optimisation to a dose distribution that is potentially more directly related to the treatment outcome. This study investigates the use of the biological objective, Generalised Equivalent Uniform Dose (gEUD) in prostate IMRT planning.

**Methods:** Twenty IMRT prostate patients were retrospectively replanned using treatment planning software (Eclipse™, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). Plans were optimised using the upper gEUD parameter for bladder and rectum and different priorities and doses were explored. These plans were compared to the clinical plans and dose quality parameters were utilised in the evaluation process.

**Results:** Retrospective planning using gEUD objectives resulted in a considerable reduction of optimisation objectives required. Initial results ascertained that the priorities given to each structure required adjustment to ensure appropriate trade-offs.

**Conclusion:** The use of gEUD objectives has shown promising results as an alternative to multiple DVH-based objectives often used in IMRT planning. In addition, gEUD has potential to be used as a valuable tool for objective plan evaluation of plan quality.

Culture shock describes the 'discomfort a person feels when they are placed in an unfamiliar cultural environment, due to the loss of familiar meanings and cues relating to communication and behaviour'.^1^ It is experienced by both health care workers and patients and can have significant effects on the quality and delivery of health care services, such as in the remote indigenous areas within Central Australia.^1^ Ethnocentrism and lack of cultural awareness can lead to cultural misunderstanding which may cause anxiety, fear, frustration and confusion for patients and health care practitioners. This presentation will identify cultural barriers associated with Indigenous Australians within the context of medical imaging. By acknowledging and gaining understanding of the language, direct/indirect communication and traditions and practices of Indigenous Australians in Central Australia, we can gain greater respect and minimise the negative consequences of cultural differences within the broader community.^2^ Increased awareness of different cultures is an important step to developing cultural competence, a skills set that can equip the modern radiographer to deliver culturally sensitive and efficient Medical Imaging services to patients from all parts of Australia\'s rapidly growing diverse cultural spectrum.

**Aim:** To address and discuss the challenges involved in the treatment of a 68-year-old intellectually disabled patient with Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SCC) of the cervix.

**Introduction:** This patient presented to the Emergency Department with extensive bleeding. Her blood pressure dropped significantly and she became tachycardic. The patient was admitted under cardiology and was documented as being intellectually disabled, homeless and schizophrenic. OT assessment recommended her hospitalisation. After 13 days of admission the patient was finally seen by a Radiation Oncologist and a diagnosis of invasive stage IIIB SCC of the cervix was made. She underwent palliative radiation therapy for her symptoms.

**Description**

This case was very complex and the patient had a number of issues that required attention. She had the intellectual ability of a 5 year old without a proper carer. While the patient was admitted to Emergency a proper medical history was not established, nor was her GP contacted. There was no investigation into her neuropsychological state. Instead only a quick diagnosis and referral to an inappropriate ward was made. During the 13 days that she was hospitalised, there were no treatment plan and no inquiry regarding her regular medications. Finally, the patient was referred to the Palliative Care team and consequently to the radiation oncology team. There are a number of lessons to learn from this case study including the importance of medical history, having a tailored approach for individual patient needs according to their condition, as well as involving the guardianship tribunal and Neuropsychology team.

This paper falls into two parts, the ethical treatment of patients and the possibilities for better ethical patient care.

At the heart of any health practitioner\'s actions should be the Hippocratic Oath which is a solemn promise to do good or avoid evil and non-maleficence towards patients. It pledges not to harm patients and to maintain confidentiality.

The paper argues that with the practitioner providing sensible ethical practice, the patient care provided will not only bring about a quality experience for the patient but encourage the practitioner to review and improve their care.

The paper provides several case studies demonstrating this effect.

Rates of obesity are soaring around the world. In New Zealand a health survey has found that 31% of adults and 11% of children are obese. These numbers have huge implications for the health care system in general and in particular for radiology. Obesity is a risk factor for diabetes, cardiovascular disease, musculoskeletal disorders, and certain cancers. Medical imaging is often used to diagnose and treat these conditions; however, the ability to obtain quality images is compromised by increased body mass and it gets even more complicated if imaging equipment cannot accommodate these patients. Not only does obesity have an economic impact on the health system but it also affects both patients and staff on a physical as well as on a psychological level. Are our radiology departments and medical radiation technologists equipped to meet the bariatric challenge?

In keeping with the theme of this conference 'The Cloud: Shaping Our Future', this presentation is about our 'changing patient'. With more people reaching 'old' old age and this demographic set to rise, the imaging of very elderly patients is sure to increase in the future. Emergency imaging in this age-group has demonstrated uncommon injuries as a result of falls from sitting or standing heights, which are not normally seen in younger populations. This presentation focusses upon cervical spine injuries in the very elderly (80+ years) from minor falls. An insight into the morbidity and mortality associated with these injuries will also be provided.

Since the first clinical application of a pacemaker occurred in 1952, technological advancements have progressed towards a totally self-contained intra-cardiac pacemaker. In 2012, 40 years since Spickler et al envisioned such a system, two competing device manufacturers have begun clinical trials of their respective single-chamber, right ventricle leadless intra-cardiac pacemakers. The two pacemakers (Micra Transcatheter Pacing System by Medtronic and the Nanostim by St Jude Medical) can be primarily differentiated through their attachment to the myocardium of the right ventricle. A pertinent literature review has been performed on both competing devices and the history of leadless cardiac pacing. During 2014, the Cardiac Catheter Laboratory at the Princess Alexandra Hospital, Brisbane, has performed a number of leadless pacemaker insertions from both manufacturers. The results of these device insertions have been mixed in nature and are discussed in the context of ongoing clinical trials.

High-fidelity human patient simulation is both a technique and an exciting blend of technologies. Learners gain first-hand experience of clinical situations without any risks involved for the patient. Learners are placed in an environment so similar to what they may experience in a clinical situation that they are able to become fully immersed and engaged, actively drawing on their knowledge and experiences and applying them to a variety of situations. The situations can be standardised, consistently replicated and thoroughly reviewed by the learners at debriefing sessions. Current research shows an overwhelming trend toward the use of simulation in the education of health professionals for a variety of reasons including the ethics of patient safety. An advanced simulation centre has been established at The Universal College of Learning (UCOL) Palmerston North, New Zealand. I will present an overview of the high-fidelity human patient simulation that is now an annual part of the Medical Imaging Programme at UCOL and is being run collaboratively with industry to provide realistic and enlightening experiences for undergraduate Medical Imaging students.

**Aims:** To determine the strengths, limitations and effectiveness of virtual reality (VR) simulation in transferring theoretical knowledge to clinical application skills in radiography education by reviewing the literature in healthcare education and undertaking a pilot study of Shaderware™, a VR radiography program.

**Methods:** Six fourth years and 44 first years Monash Bachelor of Radiography and Medical Imaging students were included in the study after completing three Shaderware™ lessons and voluntarily returning mixed open and closed question surveys.

**Results:** The literature review demonstrated great variation in study designs and VR tools tested. VR was found to be a potentially effective educational tool, although recommended only as a supplement to traditional teaching. All (100%) fourth year respondents preferred learning through Shaderware™ combined with traditional teaching methods, where the majority (59%) of first year students preferred traditional teaching methods only. Strengths of Shaderware™ identified in students' responses included its ability to teach practical skills in exposure factors, image processing, SID and collimation and cassette selection and orientation. Weaknesses identified included patient positioning and communication.

**Conclusion:** VR simulation can be an effective teaching tool and may be used to supplement traditional training in healthcare education. Due to variation between VR tools, each tool must be tested for its effectiveness in developing transferable skills. There were mixed student opinions towards the usefulness of Shaderware™ in radiography education and more research is required into its effectiveness at teaching transferable skills.

This presentation will provide an overview of blended learning theory and describe how the current emphasis on using simulation activities can enhance this pedagogical approach and provide an engaging environment for medical imaging students. Practical sessions conducted in an on-campus radiography laboratory equipped with x-ray equipment and anthropomorphic phantoms have been used in Australian medical radiography programs for a number of years. This equipment is used by students to develop skills in radiographic imaging techniques (without patients) in a safe environment prior to a clinical placement. Over time role play has been included to provide a more realistic experience for students in regard to patient positioning and communication. The term 'simulation learning environment' has more recently been used to describe these activities. Simulation suites using high fidelity models have become a part of nursing and medical education in institutions around the world. These models have realistic features, blink, breathe and cough and will respond physiologically to the care provided by students. There are no similar high fidelity models available which are suitable for x-ray imaging. Instead, role play is used, where a student acts out the role of the patient while another manages the 'patient' and positions him/her appropriately for imaging, prior to then using a sectional model or phantom to acquire the x-ray image. Medical imaging students at Queensland University of Technology (QUT) experience a blend of didactic delivery, simulation, digital and virtual reality learning opportunities in preparing them for clinical practice.

**Introduction:** The transfer of theoretical knowledge to clinical application, undertaken primarily in practical settings, can be complex and time consuming.^1^ With increasing student numbers^2^ and increased pressures on clinical services,^3,4^ innovative teaching methods are required in an attempt to reconcile this. Advancements in technology have paved the way for innovative teaching; however adopting technology in education requires an accompanying pedagogic shift to release their full potential for learning and teaching.^5^

**Aims:** This presentation primarily aims to showcase new technologies available in teaching and in radiography in particular. It will discuss the innovative methods used at one University to facilitate learning using the available technologies. Technology Virtual Reality (VR) simulation offers students an interactive computer based learning environment where skills can be practised without the need for x-ray exposure of real patients.^7,8,9^ In 2014 Monash University piloted Shaderware™, a VR radiography simulation, to assess students' perceptions regarding the strengths, limitations and overall value to their learning. In 2014 an online Learning Management System (LMS) and customisable ePortfolio (PebblePad) was introduced in the undergraduate radiography program. Initially it replaced paper-based workbooks as a repository for recording of clinical skills and assessment, but the potential to use it to scaffold students' learning was soon realised. The LMS was used to release correctly timed feedback to students engaging with Shaderware. Feedback given to students engaging with VR is considered an enabler for self-directed learning.^6^

In any teaching and learning environment, students bring a diverse range of learning styles. Most undergraduate medical imaging education involves classroom based learning accompanied by work-integrated learning (WIL). In many instances, the classroom based learning encompasses lectures where key theoretical concepts are learned by the radiography students. It is then expected that these students will consolidate the concepts during their WIL. A major drawback for this approach is that it may not be suitable for all learning styles. As a result, not all the students are fully engaged in the learning process. A solution to this dilemma is the use of multimodal approach to encourage students to learn from a variety of facets. This paper attempts to define the multimodal approach and highlight its benefits and limitations. It also provides insights about how the multimodal approach has been adapted to teach science and instrumentation to undergraduate medical imaging students at Central Queensland University (CQU) in Australia. Further research needs to be done to determine how the students view the multimodal approach and if it has value in encouraging learning and growth in the radiography profession.

**Background:** Research is an essential component in radiation oncology. However, few radiation therapists have either had the opportunity to participate or have not had the desire to undertake research within our department. Through our radiation therapist Education group we have introduced the concept of clinical research participation. In the past eighteen months radiation therapists in our department have undertaken a number of small projects to improve the quality of care that is provided to our patients.

**Aim:** To introduce, instigate and promote clinical research conducted by radiation therapists through a number of small projects for improving quality of patient care.

1.  Patient Satisfaction survey;

2.  Observations of care/practice;

3.  Bladder filling protocol;

4.  Head and neck retrospective study.

**Results:** Evidence was gained to support changes to protocols, education and the request for new equipment. However, each project had a number of challenges throughout the process of data collection, analysis and reporting as well as recommendations being acted upon. As a result, a number of radiation therapists within our department now have a greater awareness and understanding of research processes and procedures.

**Conclusion:** These small projects, led by radiation therapists, have shown the strength of research and have demonstrated how patient care can be improved through a number of investigative procedures. This approach has further scope for radiation therapists to undertake or assist with research projects in the future.

**Purpose**

Correct and consistent patient positioning is extremely important when highly conformal dose distributions are delivered using VMAT. Therefore, the application of Statistical Process Control (SPC) may be useful for the quality control of patient positioning. SPC has been widely used as a quality management tool to monitor manufacturing processes in industry since the 1950s. However, only a limited number of SPC applications within radiotherapy have been reported in literature since the first papers on this subject around 2000. This study investigates the application of SPC for the quality control of patient positioning during head and neck radiotherapy, the management of which was recently taken.

**Methods:** More than 100 head and neck cancer patients treated in the last 2.5 years were included in this study. On average 7 CBCT scans per patient were sequentially registered using each of the following match structures: C1-C3, C3-C5, C5-C7, C7-caudal, the larynx, mandible, jugular notch and occipital bone. This enabled quantification of the patient deformation during treatment by calculating the position of each structure relative to C1-C3. So-called 'Individual Values', 'Moving Range', and 'Exponentially Weighted Moving Average' SPC charts were used to retrospectively analyse improvements in patient deformation over time which were observed after the instigation of a multi-disciplinary working group. In addition, SPC charts were used to monitor deformation during the treatment of the subsequent patient cohort, as well as for monitoring the positioning accuracy of individual patients.

**Results:** SPC charts showed that a significant and consistent improvement in patient positioning has been achieved since the instigation of the multi-disciplinary working group. [Figure 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} shows how the magnitude and the variation of the average systematic 3D-deformation vector decreased from 3.0 ± 0.9 mm (1 SD) in 2011 to 2.2 ± 0.4 mm (1 SD) in the first 3 months of 2014. Further analysis of the data revealed that the application of a different type of head rest, and re-training of staff members in mask-making were key factors in improving patient positioning. Continued monitoring of the results from April 2014 onwards showed that the patient deformation was well within the process limits for most patients, which indicated that the improvements are consistent. However, the results for two patients exhibited larger deviations that could be attributed to exceptional circumstances for these two patients. These observations highlighted the need to monitor individual patient deformation during the treatment course. This application of SPC showed that EWMA charts can efficiently detect small shifts early on in the treatment, which would enable a timely decision for plan adaptation if necessary.

![Exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) SPC chart of the systematic overall 3D-deformation vector. Red solid line: data from reference period used to calculate process limits (red dashed lines). Black line: data to analyse from the preceding time period.](jmrs0062-0001-f1){#fig01}

**Conclusion:** SPC is a very effective tool for reviewing and monitoring the accuracy of patient positioning.

**Objectives:** An increasing number of patients are presenting with Human Papilloma Virus associated head and neck cancer (HNC). These patients are often long term survivors, living with treatment side effects. Sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) is a known complication for HNC patients receiving Cisplatin-based chemo radiation (CbCRT). This study sought to identify stratified risk profiles for patients most at risk of developing SNHL.

**Methods:** One hundred and fifty patients with HNC who received CbCRT were retrospectively reviewed. The impact of diagnosis, chemotherapy regimen, radiation dose, inner ear delineation accuracy and inner ear structure dose, were evaluated. Sensorineural hearing function was assessed using pure tone audiometry. SNHL was diagnosed if a change of \>10 dB was present in bone conduction thresholds, across any of the speech frequencies.

**Results:** Fifty-two (34.7%) patients received baseline and follow up audiograms. Seven (13.5%) patients had pre-existing SNHL. Following CbCRT, forty-two (80.8%) of these patients developed or had worsening SNHL, four (7.7%) patients developed mixed hearing loss and six (11.5%) patients' hearing was within normal limits. Diagnosis in patients with SNHL included disease involving the: oropharynx (61.9%); larynx (14.3%); hypopharynx (9.5%); oral cavity (7.1%); nasopharynx (4.8%) and paranasal sinus (2.4%). Chemotherapy regimen, inner ear radiation dose and nodal involvement correlated with SNHL. There was high variation in the accuracy of inner ear delineation between patients, including average volume, position and structures contoured.

**Conclusion:** In this study, a significant proportion of patients developed SNHL following CbCRT for HNC. The proportion of patients with SNHL may be under reported without routine audiometry. Changes to current technological processes may improve outcomes, however, these findings will be considered in a future prospective study.

**Objectives:** A new referral path for palliative patients was developed in our department. This enabled medical oncologists and palliative care consultants to refer the patients directly to the Advanced Practice Palliative Role Radiation Therapist (APRT). The aim was to reduce the referral to treatment time for palliative patients and to improve the access to our radiotherapy service.

**Methods:** The referral to treatment time and referral to planning time was recorded, in working days, on all palliative patients having 10 fractions or less seen in the department. Patients who came through the new pathway were referred directly to the APRT who would discuss the referral with the Radiation Oncologist and coordinate the patient\'s clinical process through the department. Referrals for patients who did not come through the new pathway were processed according to our standard departmental practice.

**Results:** Between October 2014 and January 2015, 81 palliative patients receiving 10 fractions or less were seen in our department. Of these, 35 were referred through the new pathway. The mean time interval from referral to treatment for the patients referred through the new pathway was 3.8 working days compared to 6.7 working days for patients referred through the standard pathway. The mean waiting times for referral to planning were 1.8 working days and 4.4 working days respectively.

**Conclusion:** The development of the new referral pathway has reduced the referral to treatment time for palliative patients and improved the access to our radiotherapy service.

**Rationale:** While it is known from the published literature that radiation oncology patients use complementary and alternative therapies (CATs), the pattern of use and management of CATs within NCCI Lismore is as yet unknown. This study addresses this gap by examining components of CAT use at NCCI Lismore including levels of knowledge, confidence, responsibilities, documentation and perceived importance within staff.

**Objectives:**Establish a baseline and current rate of CAT documentation.Examine and understand staff confidence in discussing and initiating CAT use with patients.Implement a system to standardise the management and documentation of CATs.Ascertain if implementing a screening tool and staff education increases CAT documentation and staff confidence and frequency in discussing CATs.

**Method:**Baseline questionnaire and audit of patient records quantifying CAT documentation.Intervention consisting of the implementation of a screening tool and a 1 h education session.Post intervention questionnaire.Six months post intervention follow up questionnaire to measure information retainment and audit of patient records quantifying CAT documentation.

**Results and Conclusion:** Baseline, intervention and post intervention stages have been completed and analysis on this data has commenced. Sample size consists of 33 participants including RTs, Nurses, Radiation Oncologists and Allied Health staff. Baseline response rate was 100%, with a 70% post intervention response rate. Final phase of data collection will occur in May and analysis and final report will be completed by June. Final analysis and results will be presented at NZIMRT-AIR 2015.

Epworth Radiation Oncology commenced clinical treatment of prostate cancer with Calypso® motion tracking system in December 2014. The system uses electromagnetic frequencies to detect the position and motion of three Beacon® transponders which are implanted in the prostate, allowing for gating of the radiotherapy beam if the target moves beyond a defined range. The implementation and planning considerations of Calypso® into departmental protocols for prostate cancer will be presented. These include patient selection and staff education and training. Beacon® implantation using Trans Rectal Ultrasound will be covered including the importance of correct Beacon® placement. Finally, External Beam Planning implications of using Calypso® on Computer Tomography and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) will be presented, including ongoing work to reduce artefacts caused by the Beacons® on MR images. Epworth has successfully implemented Calypso® into clinical practice. This presentation would be of benefit to anyone looking to acquire this technology.

The Calypso® System commenced clinical treatment in December 2014 at Epworth Radiation Oncology and has been successfully used to treat both intact and post-prostatectomy prostate cancer patients. The Calypso® System has been described as a Global Positioning System for the body, able to provide continuous information on target position prior to and during radiotherapy treatment, without the use of ionizing radiation.^1^ Three Beacon® transponders are implanted into the prostate, with each generating unique electromagnetic signals. The signals from the three Beacons® provide objective three-dimensional information on the location of the prostate target.^2^ Epworth Radiation Oncology performs daily zero action threshold to the Beacons®, replacing the traditional role of fiducial markers. The Beacons® are tracked in real time throughout the entire treatment. Dynamic Edge Gating® allows user-defined thresholds for target movement to be set, which when exceeded, the system will hold the radiation beam off. The radiation therapists assess if the target motion was transient, or if a couch shift is required to move the patient back into the treatment zone. The treatment experience of implementing Calypso®, including staff training and work flow will be discussed. The range of prostate movement, the rate gating thresholds were exceeded, the range and frequency of couch shifts will be reported.

Routine In vivo dosimetry has been recommended by many regulatory and professional bodies as part of a routine radiotherapy quality assurance programme. Traditional methods of in-vivo dosimetry measurement such as diodes and TLDs have constraints due to workflow issues, operator dependencies, and limited data capture. Christchurch Hospital installed EPIGRAY® in December 2014. This is an electronic portal imaging based in-vivo dosimetry system that gives a direct relationship between measured EPID dose values and the beam and patient geometries. It can also be used easily with complex techniques such as IMRT and VMAT, as well as eliminating the need to carefully position diodes and TLDs. The EPIGRAY® system can be accessed remotely from any network computer and provides automatic notification of dose variations. It can analyse several dose points on the plan instead of just one and allows DVH comparison against delivered dose. This presentation will focus on the process that Christchurch Hospital undertook in implementing EPIGRAY®. This system will hopefully prevent serious errors from occurring in the future.

**Aim:** The CyberKnife combines a manufacturing robot with a linac and imaging system to enable the user to track the target, detect a mismatch and correct the position of the linac repeatedly throughout treatment. Australia\'s first CyberKnife was installed at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital in January 2014 with the first patient treated in early April. This presentation specifically describes the nontraditional stereotactic radiosurgery treatment sites we have treated and how we overcome their traditional limitations.

**Method:** Definitive patient treatment protocols for varying treatment sites were pursued by our Radiation Oncologists and Radiation Therapists from around the world. All treatment prescriptions and plans for these nontraditional radiosurgical sites were obtained by outcomes of randomized controlled trials. Information such as demographic, treatment plan and toxicity for each patient is recorded and reported in the RSSearch database maintained by the International Stereotactic Radiosurgery Society.

**Results:** We were able to offer stereotactic radiosurgery/radiotherapy to a far greater number of patients per year than ever before. A number of patients with multiple brain lesions, AVMs, trigeminal neuralgia, acoustic schwannomas, prostate, lung, spine, kidney and liver lesions have been treated using the CyberKnife since April 2014.

**Conclusion:** This unique piece of radiation therapy equipment has enabled us to treat various sites that previously proved untreatable. The unique physics of this robot and its software provides us with the ability to deliver high radiosurgical doses to our target volumes with significant organ and structures of risk sparing. We were able to offer stereotactic radiosurgery/radiotherapy to a far greater number of patients per year than ever before, with an increased amount of accuracy.

The 27th of July 2010 saw the first four patients in the Southern Hemisphere receive Tomotherapy treatment at the Royal Brisbane and Women\'s Hospital on a Tomotherapy HI-ART (Highly Integrated Adaptive Radiation Therapy) unit. In the 5 years since this milestone event the service has grown to two units providing treatment to approximately 50 patients per day. Stringent case selection criteria were initially adopted to ensure that the most appropriate patients were identified to receive Tomotherapy treatment. These criteria translated to the selection of the most complex patient cases. As machine availability, staff training and experience grew the work load evolved to encompass a wide spectrum of treatment sites and patient demographics. Tomotherapy has become an essential, exciting and efficient part of our department. This presentation will provide an overview of the journey, lessons that have been learnt, and how the utilisation of this technology has grown to provide a specialised service to a wide range of patients.

Liverpool Hospital Cancer Therapy Centre (CTC) appointed a dedicated Radiographer in December 2013 to oversee Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) simulation in radiation therapy (RT) planning. There are many challenges for a MRI radiographer in this setting including minimal RT knowledge and adjusting conventional diagnostic MRI protocols to achieve planning outcomes.

Some challenges include:Identifying appropriate sequences required to ensure the MRI images meet planning expectations. This was achieved through dedicated tumour site group meetings with therapists and oncologists.The distance of the surface coil to skin to prevent surface deformation of the patient, directly impacted image quality. Adjustments in technique and MRI parameters were required.Time constraints require MRI protocols to be faster compared to diagnostic sequence due to patient cohort. Considerations into faster sequence choices not conventionally utilised in a diagnostic setting needed to be implemented.Only transverse imaging is compatible on the treatment planning system (Pinnacle) due to conventional external beam treatment.

Training in computed tomography (CT) simulation was encouraged to increase consistency between CT and MRI simulation and also for greater understanding and appreciation of RT setup. An increase in RT education was required by the radiographer including spending time on treatment machines and in RT planning. In house training with CT-MRI registration helped in protocol development, to limit and ensure all organs at risk and other important structures were encompassed for fusion and planning purposes.

**Background:** An inaugural 6-week Living Well course for Head and Neck cancer patients was held at the Cancer Society, Wellington Division, which aimed to assist those recovering from treatment to develop better self-management skills. Distress from wearing the thermoplastic mask during treatment was expressed. This project was then developed to improve clinical practice in this area.

**Objectives:**To understand patients' experience of the mask during treatment;To help relevant staff understand that experience and identify strategies to make the experience more comfortable for patients.

**Methods:** Using an experience based design approach (EBD), four patients (3 women; 1 male; aged 42--50 years) were interviewed in-depth about their experience of wearing the mask during treatment and what would improve this experience. Interviews were video-recorded. Ethical approval was gained from Capital and Coast District Health Board.

**Results:**Mild to severe distress was reported.Suggestions on what would help:better orientation to treatment area;suggestions from staff on strategies to manage anxiety about wearing mask;greater psychological support during treatment in relation to mask;provision of more relevant patient information;opportunity to connect with others who have been through this process;Production of a new patient information DVD for those with head and neck cancer, available online.

**Conclusion:** Care pathways can be changed by designing services based on insights gathered from patient experiences using EBD.

**Objective**

Patients undergoing radiation therapy (RT) for prostate cancer participate in bowel preparation to achieve a constant rectal volume and eliminate rectal gas. There is currently no gold standard for bowel preparation. Many centres give patients supplements to achieve desired bowel conditions; however these come with side effects and risks. This trial investigates whether an anti-fluctuant dietary protocol results in more reproducible rectal volumes and less rectal gas when compared with no dietary protocol in patients undergoing RT for prostate cancer.

**Method:** Daily cone-beam CTs are being used to assess rectal conditions. A statistical analysis of the differences in treatment times, number of daily interventions to eliminate rectal gas and the differences in anterior-posterior rectal diameter between the trial arms were explored.

**Results:** This study will recruit 120 eligible patients. Currently 6 patients have been analysed. Initial results show that the introduction of an anti-flatulence diet has not reduced the presence of rectal gas. There has been no difference in the average rectal sizes or treatment times between the trial arms. On average, control arm patients were required to eliminate gas 1.5 times over the course of their treatment, compared with 2.25 times for the intervention arm.

**Conclusion:** If initial trends are indicative of the final results, patients would be able to continue their normal diets and receive advice on their bowel condition as required. This is a non-invasive measure to produce favourable bowel conditions and will be implemented as standard protocol across ROQ, should the trends continue.

**Objectives:** Are patients receptive to using digital resources as an alternative to print and verbal information? With the transformation towards a paperless Radiation Therapy Department, it is useful to investigate if the information provided to our patients can be delivered in a paperless format.

**Methods:** Current digital material relating to prostate cancer was reviewed by Radiation Oncology staff that care for these patients. An 'in-house' iPad application was created. Feedback on the quality and readability was sought from a select group of past prostate cancer patients and appropriate changes were made. All patients who met the study inclusion criteria were shown how to use the iPads. A log was kept on the frequency the iPads were requested. The evaluation of the iPad from a clinical perspective in regards to patient satisfaction was assessed at the completion.

**Results:** A pilot review by patients has supported the concept of this resource as a potentially useful tool. Results of a full evaluation will be collated and expanded upon during the presentation.

**Conclusion:** This is an innovative way of delivering information to the patients. As new services become available, these will be evaluated and added to the list of links available, leading to even greater use of interactive services in the future.

**Objectives:** Auckland Radiation Oncology (ARO) has experienced good results from advocating the use of KiwiCrush by Prostate patients who struggle to achieve a regular daily bowel motion. During radiotherapy it is critical to be able to target precisely the prostate cancer and not surrounding tissue such as the bowel. When the bowel is full and/or has a build-up of gas then this distorts the target zone. Subsequently, this can be seen on a CT scan and the patient has to then attempt to empty their bowels. This results in treatment downtime and if not resolved can result in diminished success of the radiotherapy treatment for the patient. The purpose of this study is to enrol subjects undergoing radiotherapy for prostate cancer to determine if the use of KiwiCrush reduces gas and increases the number of bowel movements thereby improving radiotherapy treatment.

**Methods:** Subjects are required to drink at least one KiwiCrush per day from 1 week prior to Simulation CT. Subject\'s complete weekly questionnaires on their bowel habits.

**Results:** Results are measured by statistical analysis of the subject questionnaires in conjunction with daily (XVI) CT imaging. Comparison is between the subjects' rectal volumes and days of treatment deference; and those of historical controls. The results of the trial will be presented to Pharmac for their consideration in subsidising KiwiCrush for use as a laxative.

**Conclusion:** At the time of submitting this abstract the statistical analysis is not available. It is anticipated preliminary results will be presented at NZIMRT -- AIR Scientific Meeting.
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Trial protocol available on request.

Dry July is a fundraising group whose vision is to benefit the cancer community and improve the wellbeing of adults living with cancer. Each July, participants give up alcohol for the month of July and get sponsorship for doing so. Their mission is to improve the wellbeing of adult cancer patients and their families, and of Dry July participants making healthy lifestyle changes (<http://nz.dryjuly.com>).

There are over forty Dry July beneficiaries across Australia and New Zealand. The three beneficiaries in New Zealand currently are Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch and a presenter from each region will discuss the use of the funds in their region. The Auckland District Health Board funded patient centred projects that enhanced the patients' experience of treatment. Auckland District Health Board has raised almost \$1.4 million through Dry July since 2012 when they were the national pilot site for the campaign. There are a variety of stakeholders within the Cancer and Blood directorate. This presented a challenging environment around decision making for fund allocation across the service as a whole. The Auckland presenter will focus around a timeline of what has been achieved through this fundraiser, forward planning for use of future funds, and a discussion on the processes that have implemented to ensure success. The Radiation therapy department in Wellington replaced the RT treatment gowns with colourful, newly designed treatment gowns. The presentation will outline the challenges and decisions faced during this project, images of the final product, and feedback from patients. Christchurch Hospital has participated in the Dry July programme for the last 2 years with approximately \$300,000 raised during this time. The presenter will touch briefly on some of the funded projects as well as the contributions of staff to make the campaign a success within the Hospital.

The aim of this qualitative doctoral research study was to gain an insight into Australian rural radiographers' experiences of interpreting plain radiographs and communicating their interpretation to patients and referring doctors. It was a two-phase study comprising a postal questionnaire (*n* = 60) and semi-structured interviews (*n* = 9). Emergent concepts included 'Disclosure of Radiographic Opinion to Patients', which consisted of three interrelated sub-themes, 'Acting Ethically', 'Selective Disclosure' and 'Filtered Truth'. Rural radiographers draw on experience and a strong ethical framework as the basis for complex decision making. Informants appeared to frame their disclosures to patients in a manner governed by the diagnostic, therapeutic and emotional impact the information may have on the patient. Disclosure to patients was found to be selective, often diagnostically vague and ethically filtered. The radiographers' input is often valuable in helping to inform the rural doctor\'s diagnosis. However, it was apparent that radiographers played the 'Radiographer-Referrer Game'. The principal theme was 'Patient Advocacy', where, in the interest of the patient, radiographers tried to ensure doctors did not miss pathology. Two mechanisms used for doing this were, 'Side-Stepping', to ensure a radiologist\'s report is fast tracked, and 'Hint and Hope', where radiographers used indirect language to hint to the referring doctor that there was an abnormality. Findings indicate a need for clarification of radiographers' position with regard to disclosure of their opinion to patients and referrers. Meanwhile, disclosure is likely to continue to present a dilemma for radiographers as they appear to practice within uncertain legal, ethical and professional boundaries.

**Introduction:** Since the introduction of the National Emergency Access Targets (NEAT), the Princess Alexandra Hospital (PAH) has implemented Physiotherapists in the Emergency Department to improve patient flow, waiting times and access to care.

**Aim:** To assess the worth of Primary Care Physiotherapists as Primary Care Physicians with regards to their collaboration with the Medical Imaging Department and the subsequent contribution to NEAT.

**Method:** Part 1: Time to imaging (TTI) -- A comparison of the time between first patient contact and plain radiographic imaging for Category 4 and 5 musculoskeletal injuries of matched patient groups seen by physiotherapists and ED doctors.

Part 2: Medical Imaging Request compliance -- Each physiotherapist Medical Imaging Request form will be tested for compliance with the standards defined in the PAH Radiation Safety and Protection Plan (RSPP).

Part 3: Request Rate -- A comparison of the percentage of physiotherapist plain radiography referrals for Category 4 and 5 musculoskeletal injuries to values derived from a literature review.

**Results:** Physiotherapists (average TTI -- 79.54 min) provided a faster Time to Imaging than Doctors (average TTI -- 100.85 min) by 21.2%. They also had a greater Request Form compliance with requests being correct 60.8% of the time (compared to the Doctors 17.5%). Finally, it was found that, compared to literature, the Physiotherapists at PAH had a request rate that was lower than Doctors.

**Conclusion:** Physiotherapists as Primary Care Physicians have the ability to provide faster care to patients as well as a greater compliance with the PAH RSPP and a comparative request rate.

**Background:** In 2014, a radiographer commenting system was developed for use within a regional hospital in Queensland, Australia. Following design and implementation of the system, a radiographer comment service was made available for use by emergency clinicians (ECs). This new work practice has added an extra burden of work to the radiographer, but to date, there has been no consultation with the end user, that is, the emergency clinician, with regard to the usefulness of the service. The focus of this research was to investigate the value of a radiographer commenting service for ECs.

**Method:** A qualitative survey was distributed via survey monkey, and utilized to gather the opinions of ECs to show the perceived usefulness of the radiographer commenting service. As such, the data were gathered specifically with open responses rather than directed questioning. A content analysis was performed on all responses with main messages identified to summarise the usefulness of the program. Responses were divided into broad categories to clearly demonstrate the perceptions of the EC on the radiographer commenting service.

**Results:** Initial recommendations for future studies include end user consultation to ensure the engagement of clinicians with the extra work of commenting performed by radiographers. Further results and recommendations will be discussed.

Reporting of adult chest x-rays by appropriately trained radiographers is frequently used in the United Kingdom as one method to maintain a patient focused radiology service in times of increasing workload. With models of advanced practice being developed in Australia, New Zealand and Canada, the spotlight is on the evidence base which underpins radiographer reporting. It is essential that any radiographer who expands their scope of practice to incorporate definitive clinical reporting perform at a level comparable to a consultant radiologist. In any analysis of performance it is important to quantify levels of sensitivity and specificity and to evaluate areas of error and variation. A critical review of the errors made by reporting radiographers in the interpretation of adult chest x-rays will be performed, examining performance in structured clinical examinations, clinical audit and a diagnostic accuracy study from research undertaken by the authors, and including studies which have compared the performance of reporting radiographers and consultant radiologists. Overall performance will be examined and common errors discussed using a case based approach. Methods of error reduction, including multidisciplinary team meetings and ongoing learning will be considered.

Medical imaging is a dramatically changing field of medicine. It is one which has seen, and continues to witness rapid advancements in technology. While much of the focus on the advancing technology over the past decade has been in the fields of CT and MRI, there exists similar significant innovation in all other modalities and more specifically in the discipline of conventional radiography. Most, if not all, radiographic departments across the country will have over the past decade moved from film based imaging to the use of Computed Radiography (CR) and many departments would boast Digital Radiography (DR) rooms. Many of these systems would include automatic centring, collimation and exposure selection. The argument as to whether such advancements in technology reduce the technical ability and depth of knowledge of new age radiographers can be made, however, more importantly, have we as a profession adequately moved with the times and embraced this technology, using it to its maximum capacity and refining our thinking to encompass this new technology? Many of the radiographic fundamentals and principles that we traditionally hold to be true may not any longer be accurate. This presentation hopes to assess the clinical reality of many of the long-established radiographic doctrine in modern times and on contemporary equipment.

Developments in digital technology have encouraged digital radiography (DR) and computed radiography (CR) to become the accepted technology in many radiology departments. Although these systems have benefits such as improved workflow, better contrast detectability, reduced patient dose and superior image quality^1,2^ there have been concerns regarding their incorrect use.^3,4^ One concern is that increased use of automatic exposure factors and post-processing settings to enhance image quality has encouraged radiographers to become complacent.^3^ This situation prompted a review of literature to gauge how digital innovations such as CR and DR have impacted on the radiographers' knowledge of attenuation processes and selection of exposure factors. The review investigates how digital technology has influenced the radiographers understanding of basic principles of radiography to enhance their exposure factor selection. It further explores whether radiographers opt to select the automatic exposure factors or manually set the factors themselves when using CR or DR systems. Lastly, this review considers how radiographers use post-processing in their daily practice.

The x-ray dose used during a radiology examination is influenced by many factors including: the modality used, clinical requirements, patient size, and technique settings. It is a large and complex task to take these factors into account when benchmarking x-ray dose performance. A detailed record of the dose and technique factors is commonly recorded in the DICOM image and/or Structured Dose report for every x-ray exposure. By automatically mapping the digital data produced during a radiology examination to standard names and categories, an automated assessment of procedure dose and technique is possible. This approach is implemented on the [www.MyXrayDose.com](http://www.MyXrayDose.com) website and enables radiology staff to easily and anonymously compare their dose and technique performance to others from across the industry. Case studies demonstrating the application of this approach to x-ray dose monitoring and optimisation in angiography, CT, mammography and digital radiography will be presented.
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In 2013 the Tongan government provided funding to train 10 radiography students locally. The students started a 3 year diploma course in 2014. Yvette Dwyer is an Australian trained radiographer currently living in Tonga and is volunteering at Vaiola Hospital. Delia Dephoff is a New Zealand trained MRT who in her role as a World Radiography Educational Trust Fund ambassador supplied text books for the students. Together they are providing educational support for the Tongan students. This presentation will look at some of the issues involved with radiography education in Tonga.

Vaiola Hospital on the island of Tongatapu provides general radiography and ultrasound services. In 2014 China donated a 16 slice CT scanner and local fundraising allowed for a mammography unit to be purchased and installed. Local radiographers have been trained to use this equipment. Ikuna Tohotoa is one of those radiographers and has been trained to operate the CT scanner. He will present some of his experiences of being a radiographer in Tonga.

In late 2014, upon the completion of the Lady Cilento Children\'s Hospital, Radiation Oncology Mater Centre (ROMC) Brisbane became the primary provider of paediatric radiation therapy for Queensland. As part of this new service a technique for Total Body Irradiation (TBI) for patients aged 2--17 years was required. As there was no existing departmental protocol or equipment, a thorough review of available TBI techniques was undertaken. This included a comprehensive literature review and consultation with paediatric radiation therapy departments in Australia and overseas. As a result, the Modulated Arc TBI (MATBI) technique was chosen with ROMC becoming the first to use this technique in Australia. The MATBI technique described by Kirby et al (2011) from the Department of Radiation Oncology, University of California, San Francisco, positions the patient on a custom couch placed on the floor directly under the treatment beam.^1^ A series of static open field beams, in an arc formation, are used with the patient positioned in both the prone and supine position. A full body CT scan is acquired and dosimetry is completed using Pinnacle 3D planning system. Beams are optimised using an inverse planning program allowing for modulation of the treatment beams. Lungs and kidneys are shielded using Cerrobend blocks close to the patient\'s surface. This presentation will discuss:An overview of the process for technique selection;Experience of the first patients treated with MATBI, with a focus on planning and treatment delivery.

**Objectives:** Radiation therapy is a valuable treatment tool for patients with advanced or incurable cancer and often comprises up to 50% of a radiation therapy department\'s workload. Patients that are referred for palliative radiotherapy are often of poor performance status and have a limited life expectancy. One of the considerations of prescribing radiation therapy for palliative patients is that it is difficult to define at the time of consultation if treatment is beneficial for patients, considering short term effects, social disruptions and life expectancy. The aim is to determine whether there is significant data to correlate towards a model for the most beneficial circumstances of offering palliative radiation therapy.

**Methods:** This study will take a retrospective look at a cohort of palliative patients treated with radiation therapy and analyse different factors including prescribed dose, fractionation schedule and their performance status correlated against survival following radiation therapy. Survival times will be calculated from the date of treatment to the date of death (if applicable).

**Results:** The data is in the process of being collated and no preliminary results are available for review.

**Conclusion:** It is anticipated that by analysing this data, we can better understand those patients for whom radiation therapy will be of benefit. The intention is to ensure that the treatment offered will have minimum impact to their daily living and not impact negatively on their quality of life.

GPs are involved in the long term care of cancer patients in the community and often begin the referral process of patients through to the oncology department. With the advent of Cancer Nurse Specialists, whether site specific, outreach or co-ordinator there is now a much closer relationship between GPs and practice nurses and Oncology about the care of these patients, and more of the ongoing follow up care is being referred back to GPs. To further the understanding of GPs and practice nurses of what their cancer patients' journey is like Radiation Therapists in Christchurch Oncology held an Open Evening as part of the Canterbury Initiative -- which is an education programme for GPs in the Canterbury region. We wanted to show all facets of the patient journey, by firstly giving a tour of the department, followed by some presentations from the allied health professionals that make up the treatment team for cancer patients in Oncology (Radiation Oncologist, Radiation Therapist, dietitian, cancer nurse specialists, and the Cancer Society). This talk is about the process of putting such an evening together and lessons learned.

In 2014 the Radiation Therapy department at ADHB introduced Mentoring and Supervision for New Graduates as an additional support mechanism to the existing new graduate training program and preceptor role. Structured mentoring/supervision sessions with trained mentors, provides regular facilitated opportunities for New Graduates to reflect on their clinical practice, enhances learning and facilitates growth both clinically and personally. This presentation outlines the training provided to mentors, the mentoring process and the feedback from the participants.

The transition from student to professional is clearly defined as the time an individual leaves university and embarks on transforming their theoretical education into clinical skills and expertise. In our profession there is a defined growth period to develop an increased level of autonomy, critical thinking and code of behaviour. Once these skills have been mastered, the attention is drawn towards technological advancements and improved practice within their organisation. The focus shifts from introverted self-development to external progression of their group or organisation. A profession is what you are qualified and trained to do while professionalism is the values, beliefs and behaviours that are associated with this. Qualified individuals are not supported through formal training and are left to develop these attributes on their own. The definition of professionalism is not well defined but the concept is based on five values: Accountability, Altruism, Excellence, Integrity and Respect for Others. These values constrain the choices, decisions and perceptions we have about the work we do and those we work with. By creating an awareness of these values we will enable a change in mindset and schema which will increase an individual\'s level of professionalism. These areas of self-development are often overlooked in our industry but are integral to enable individuals to continue to grow on a personal and professional level. This paper explores how these values can be incorporated into our profession to encourage professional and organisational growth.

**Objectives:** The aims of conducting this research are to investigate the role of yoga therapy in improving quality of life and to identify any methods proposed to improve awareness and accessibility of yoga to these patients.

**Methods:** PubMed/Medline, QUT library, Cochrane, ScienceDirect, and Scopus were searched for peer reviewed journal articles published between January 2009 and July 2014. The search terms included were 'yoga', 'breast cancer', and 'radiotherapy'.

**Results:** 13 randomised controlled trials were identified as eligible for inclusion, along with five literature reviews, five non-randomised trials, and six other journal articles of relevance. The most reported psychosocial benefits of yoga therapy were improved anxiety, emotional and social functioning, stress, depression and global quality of life. The most reported physical benefits of yoga therapy were improved salivary cortisol readings, sleep quality and lymphocyte apoptosis. This review has identified several accessible sources of yoga therapy for breast cancer patients in Australia, which may be enhanced by utilising the methods proposed to improve awareness and accessibility of this complementary therapy to breast cancer patients.

**Conclusions:** Yoga therapy is a viable complementary therapy and should be instigated in tandem with radiation therapy. This will significantly preserve quality of life in breast cancer patients. It would also be of benefit to perform long term follow up studies, focusing on benefit sustainability, recurrence rates, and overall survival.
